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1. Proper Noun

2. Adjective

3. Verb - Base Form

4. Adjective

5. Adverb

6. Preposition

7. Pronoun

8. Conjunction

9. Verb - Past Tense

10. Pronoun

11. Preposition

12. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

13. Adverb

14. Adverb

15. Conjunction

16. Interjection

17. Interjection

18. Proper Noun
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One day, there was this prince named Proper Noun . He was the most Adjective prince in all the

land. Every day he would Verb - Base Form on his Adjective horse down the beach Adverb .

Kayla, Maris and Hannah would always stare at him when he rode Preposition , but he didn't pay any

attention to them since Pronoun loved someone else. Maris was obsessed with Justin with her posters in

her room that had kisses all over them. Kayla wanted to marry him someday, Conjunction that wasn't

going to happen. The only girl that Justin Verb - Past Tense about was Gillian. He dreamed about

Pronoun every day and night. Gillian would sit up in her room Preposition the village day by day

Verb - Present ends in ING if she would be forever alone. But then one day Justin, riding on his white horse,

Adverb Adverb down from his castle to Gillian's home in the village, asking Conjunction

her love to him. Gillian was so in love with him she wanted to get hitched right away. Justin then said, "

Interjection I would have never thought that such a pretty girl like you would ever love someone like me

." She replied, "I love you more than William loves Kate." Then they went to a church, got married, and then

went on a honeymoon to Hawaii as Justin was singing his new hit single Beauty and a Beat. But Gillian figured

out that Maris was her best friend so she painfully shared the Bieber goodness with her. They made up a plan

that Gillian would get him on weekdays and Maris would get him in the weekends. Interjection ! Gillian

was so excited to live her happily ever after in Proper Noun , in a mansion, with her hubby and her best

friend.
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